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Notes
1. The key to interpretation lies in the conspicuously French 
hens in verse three. Why French? Because verse three points 
beyond itself  to verse six and to the question: what might any 
one of  these geese-a-laying be a-laying? Clearly, this may now 
be given as: ‘it’s an ouef ’. Or, to put it another way, an ouef  is 
an ouef


2. The significance of  the centrally-positioned geese-a-laying 
is further signposted by juxtaposition with the swans, an 
unambiguous cygne.


THE PARTRIDGE CODE
A combination of  modern statistical techniques and meticulous 
literary analysis have now revealed the hidden message contained 
in this popular Christmas carol, which, it turns out, is the answer 
to life, the universe and everything.


 A CHRISTMAS
 ENCHIRDION


2012 edition*


*If  you do not have Enchiridion 2010,
 it can be downloaded from  


www.debbiepullinger.com/christmas.html 


THE LAST OF THE SEASONAL TERMINOLOGY*
(Continuing apologies to Douglas Adams and John Lloyd)


COLDBACKIE  Brave but gastronomically awkward attempt 
to disguise Christmas leftovers, e.g. Brussels sprout and brandy 
mousse, turkey scones.


CRIFFEL  Any piece of  kitchen or tableware used only on 25th 
December, e.g. nativity-themed condiment set, faintly risqué 
cook’s apron, knitted wine-bottle cover.


CURTHWAITE  Indeterminate Christmas-dinner serving delay, 
caused by a fatal error in Venn Ottery calculations.


GOWKTHRAPPLE  In any given box of  Christmas crackers, 
the one that refuses to crack. After much exertion, the mangled 
remains are dismantled and the contents recovered by hand.


NETHER WORTON  A roast vegetable that, following an 
incidence of  Curthwaite, has resisted an ill-advised attempt at 
dissection and now lurks beneath the dresser.


OSPRINGE  Shreds of  last year’s tinsel, Christmas greenery, 
or root vegetable (see Nether Worton) discovered in a corner 
whilst putting up decorations.


* For Seasonal Terminology, the complete boxed set:  
www.debbiepullinger.com/christmas.html


RASKELF  One who, having glimpsed the real Father Christmas 
as a small child, is now gifted with the unnerving ability to supply 
the answer to any Christmas-cracker joke.


SCRAPTOFT  Christmas decorations produced by the under-
fives. Typically featuring copious quantities of  cotton wool and 
sellotape, a really good piece of  scraptoft remains slightly sticky 
to the touch and continues to shed glitter well into January.


WIBTOFT  Vintage scraptoft, annually displayed along with the 
other decorations, notwithstanding the fact that the artist is now 
twenty-two and working in software engineering.


VENN OTTERY  Branch of  highly advanced mathematics 
concerned with the calculation of  optimum turkey weight and/
or cooking time. Variables include guest numbers, vegetarian 
converts, appetite form, oven idiosyncrasies, and stuffing density.


THE OX-AND-ASSBRIDGE CHRISTMAS 
DICTIONARY 


(Traditions and ecclesiastical section)


Advent Antiphons  Necessary precautions in old church 
buildings to avoid Christmastide phon infestation.


Midnight Mass  Starting Christmas season weight, as of  
24th December, 12 pm.


Wassailing  Ancient tradition of  holding people to ransom 
by singing outside their door front door. So called because of  
the traditional question “What vile strains! Wassailing thee?” 
To which the singers make reply, “Nothing that won’t be 
cured by some Figgy Pudding.” This is followed up with the 
chant “And we won’t go until we’ve got some.”
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